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It’s a miracle!  Legislative leaders and the Governor actually reached a compromise 

on Senate Bill 220, Open our Schools Act, and the bill has been signed into law.  

Reaching a deal has been a prolonged power struggle between the legislature and 

the Governor.   

 

The deal grants the governor the power to close or modify operations in individual 

schools or school districts, but denies him the power to close schools statewide, even in 

a declared emergency.  The legislature wanted to strip the governor of these powers 

entirely.  Local administrators will have the power to respond rapidly to local 

emergencies and, if necessary, close down schools. 

 

 The governor originally wanted all schools to adhere to CDC standards for masking 

and social distancing, something most North Carolina schools simply cannot do.  The 

compromise stipulates that the Department of Public Instruction will contract with the 

ABC Science Collaborative (a project of Duke University School of Medicine) to 

provide standards for school safety and to gather data from the schools to report 

monthly to the legislature, the governor, and the Department of Public Instruction. 

 

All public schools will offer at least some in-person instruction; however, remote 

learning will continue to be an option.  Teachers are rightfully concerned because 

though masks are required, social distancing is not.  Educators are also concerned 

because the legislature has never funded an adequate public health infrastructure for 

our schools, including safe facilities and adequate school nurses.   

 

Even though the deal has its shortcomings it does address the problem of returning 

students to school safely, and for the first time in four years shows that legislative 

leaders and the governor can work together to address critical problems facing North 

Carolina. 

 

This week also saw two bills of interest introduced:  (1) Senate Bill 190, Prohibit Weapons 

at Voting Place, and (2) Senate Bill 199, Freedom from Abuse, which would require 

public schools to provide students information on and resources for neglect and 

abuse, including sexual abuse. 
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HOUSE BILLS 

HB8 (=SB15) NC Adopt ERA:  An act to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment to the U. S. 

Constitution.   

1/28/21:  House Rules 

HB31 Detected Heartbeat/Prohibit Abortion:  An act to prohibit abortion after the embryo has 

a “detectable heartbeat” except in medical emergencies.  This bill is a de facto ban on all 

abortions because a “fetal heartbeat” can be detected at six to seven weeks of pregnancy—

generally before a woman even knows she is pregnant.  The term “fetal heartbeat” itself is 

controversial because at six weeks the embryonic cardio-vascular system is so immature that 

what is present has been described as “a group of cells with electrical activity.”  Another 

problem with these bills is that when a so-called “heartbeat” can be detected varies widely 

depending on the technology used. In 2015 North Dakota’s fetal heartbeat bill was ruled 

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.  New versions have been re-introduced in several 

states in hopes that one will reach the Supreme Court and be upheld.                                                                                                                                         

2/01/21:  Health; if fav, Judiciary 1; if fav, Rules 

 

HB33 Broaden Applicability of DV Statutes:  It is shocking, but North Carolina’s current domestic 

violence statutes apply only to couples of the opposite sex—which means same sex couples 

are denied both protection and services.  This act remedies the situation by removing 

gendered language from the law. 

2.02/21:  Judiciary 3; if fav. Rules 

 

HB41 (=SB35) Amend Lawful Age to Marry/18 Years of Age: An overdue reform of North 

Carolina’s marriage law that currently allows marriage at age 16 with parental consent and at 

age 14 if there has been cohabitation, pregnancy or a child born to the parties who marry.  

This law would raise the age to 18 with no exceptions. 

2/03/21:  Families, Children, and Aging; if fav. Rules 

 

HB158:  Constitutional Amendment/Life at Fertilization:  Would amend the North Carolina state 

constitution to define human life as beginning at fertilization.  Many Human Life Amendments 

define human life as beginning at implantation, but this one is much more drastic.  It defines 

human life as beginning before a fertilized egg implants on the uterine wall.  In short, it defines 

human life as beginning before pregnancy. 

2/25/2021:  Judiciary 1; if fav. Rules 

 

HB170 (= SB165) North Carolina CROWN Act: Prohibits employment discrimination based traits 

historically associated with race, hair texture, or hairstyle. 

03/01/2021:  Judiciary 2; if fav. Rules 

 

HB188 (=SB167) Remove Barriers/Gain Access to Abortion Act (“RBG Act”):  Makes technical 

changes to North Carolina’s abortion law and also: (1) Allows nurse practitioners, physician 

assistants, and certified nurse midwives as well as physicians to perform abortions; (2) Repeals 

the requirement for biased counseling and a 72-hour waiting period prior to obtaining an 

abortion; (3) Repeals the ban on insurance/funding for abortion care in Affordable Care Act 

plans in North Carolina (also banned by the federal Hyde Amendment), in the state employee 
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health plan, and in plans offered to municipal and county employees; and (4) Repeals the 

ban on abortions provided through telemedicine. 

03/02/2021:  House Rules 

 

SENATE BILLS 

 

SB15 (=HB8) NC ADOPT ERA:  An act to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment to the U. S. 

Constitution. 

1/28/21:   Senate Rules 

 

SB35 (=HB41) Amend Lawful Age to Marry/18 Years of Age:  An overdue reform of North 

Carolina’s marriage law that currently allows marriage at age 16 with parental consent and at 

age 14 if there has been cohabitation, pregnancy or a child born to the parties who marry.  

This law would raise the age to 18 with no exceptions. 

02/02/2021:  Senate Rules 

 

SB165 (=HB170):  North Carolina CROWN Act: Prohibits employment discrimination based traits 

historically associated with race, hair texture, or hairstyle. 

02/25/2021:  Filed 

 

SB 167 (=HB 188): Remove Barriers/Gain Access to Abortion Act (“RBG Act”):  Makes technical 

changes to North Carolina’s abortion law and also: (1) Allows nurse practitioners, physician 

assistants, and certified nurse midwives as well as physicians to perform abortions; (2) Repeals 

the requirement for biased counseling and a 72-hour waiting period prior to obtaining an 

abortion; (3) Repeals the ban on insurance/funding for abortion care in Affordable Care Act 

plans in North Carolina (also banned by the federal Hyde Amendment), in the state employee 

health plan, and in plans offered to municipal and county employees; and (4) Repeals the 

ban on abortions provided through telemedicine. 

03/02/2021:  Senate Rules 

 

SB190 Prohibit Weapons at Voting Place: Would prohibit weapons at voting places whether 

carried openly or concealed. 

03/08/2021:  Senate Rules 

 

SB199 Freedom from Abuse:  Would require public schools to provide students information and 

resources on child neglect and abuse, including sexual abuse. 

03/09/21:  Senate Rules 

 
 


